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� Microbial generalists and specialists
were investigated at the global scale.

� Generalists and specialists
simultaneously contributed to species
interactions.

� Generalists had higher diversification
and transition rates than specialists.

� Generalists were more characterized
by stochastic processes than
specialists.

� Generalists dampened microbial
biogeographical patterns.
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Introduction: Microbial generalists and specialists are thought to have distinct impacts on community
dynamics, while there have been limited efforts to estimate their contribution to microbial diversity.
Objectives: We aimed to resolve this research gap in microbial ecology to strengthen our understanding
of the biogeography of microbial diversity, with implications for global-scale biodiversity mapping.
Methods: Herein, we identified the ecological characteristics of microbial generalists and specialists
across over 3,000 farmland soil samples from eleven countries that encompassed seven climate types.
Results: Considering the distinct distributions of generalists and specialists in degree of connexions,
betweenness and as key species in network topology, both generalists and specialists contributed to spe-
cies interactions, though through different modalities. A stronger signature of deterministic processes in
specialists indicated their lower tolerance to environment fluctuations. Generalists, in contrast, were
more characterized by stochastic processes with higher diversification and transition rates that suggested
more important roles in maintaining community stability when exposed to environmental disturbances.
The relationship between latitude and diversity combining with distance-decay effects showed that
generalists dampened microbial biogeographical patterns, with contrasting impacts by specialists.
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Conclusion: By demonstrating the ecological characteristics of microbial generalists and specialists, this
study deepens our understanding of microbial diversity and highlights the need to impart systematic dis-
tinctions among different categories of species when modelling and predicting the fate of ecosystems in
the face of global climate change, rather than assuming that species are functionally equivalent.
� 2022 The Authors. Published by Elsevier B.V. on behalf of Cairo University. This is an open access article

under the CC BY-NC-ND license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).
Introduction

Microorganisms are ubiquitous and perform crucial functions in
various ecosystems, such as the Earth’s biogeochemical cycles [1],
human metabolism [2] and biotechnological processes [3]. Broad
interest has arisen in terms of understanding and modeling how
microbes influence ecosystem functions [4]. It is thought that
microbial communities that exhibit higher diversity are more func-
tionally stable. The broad assumption in these studies, which use
microbial diversity as a predictor of ecosystem service and function
stability, is that distant taxa are functionally equivalent [5]. How-
ever, there is mounting evidence that bias may be introduced by
using this assumption [6]. Microbial generalists and specialists
impart different impacts on microbial community dynamics. Gen-
eralists exhibit broad environmental tolerances, while specialists
have narrower range of habitats and specific environment fitness
[7]. Therefore, there is a need to parse these broad microbial
groups to estimate their contribution to diversity (e.g., structure
and population size), and further to better understand and predict
how ecosystem functions may respond to changes in global
climate.

Rare taxa have been found to greatly contribute to community
stability and play a more important role in species interactions as
compared to abundant taxa. This was previously indicated by the
assignment of the majority of microbial network hubs to rare taxa
[8]. This is counter-intuitive, considering that abundant taxa with
more individuals have a higher probability of interaction with
others and appear to impart stronger impacts on population
dynamics. The contribution of generalists/specialists may be anal-
ogous with that of abundant/rare microbes in terms of species
interactions. Herein, we hypothesized that (i) although existing
in limited habitats, specialists may play a broader role in species
interactions. This would be measurable in co-occurrence network
topologies by higher degree of connexions (i.e., more links with
other species in the network) and a larger number of keystone spe-
cies than that exhibited by generalists. This is based on the idea
that specialists are more dependent on species interactions (e.g.,
auxotrophy) [9]. Specialists are also expected to have stricter
growth conditions that may include specific metabolic require-
ments while generalists are less affected or better buffered to envi-
ronmental filtering [10]. Thus, we also hypothesized that (ii) in the
microbial assembly, the specialists are expected to contribute
more to deterministic processes (e.g., environmental filtering),
while the generalists are expected to mainly contribute to stochas-
tic processes. In addition to these expected distinct species interac-
tions and contrasting impacts on microbial community assembly,
we also aimed to decipher the spatial biodiversity patterns
impacted by generalists and specialists. Within the biogeography
context, the distance–decay relationship allows to assess the com-
munity similarity changes with increasing geographical distance
[11] and indicates the impacts of both dispersal limitation and spa-
tial autocorrelation [12]. Due to a limited impact of dispersal lim-
itation and environmental filtering, generalists are expected to
minimize species turnover, the b-diversity, which reflects the loss
or replacement of species across space or time. Hence, we further
hypothesized that (iii) the presence of microbial generalists will
18
result in a flatter slope of the distance–decay relationship while
microbial specialists are expected to increase the slope.

To test these hypotheses, we used high-resolution community
profiling to determine the spatial distribution of bacterial commu-
nities across farmland soil ecosystems. While there are various
concepts and definitions to describe ecological specialization
[13,14], herein, species were defined as ‘habitat generalists’ and
‘habitat specialists’ based on their spatial distribution [10,15],
rather than by functional traits. >2,000 samples from eleven coun-
tries across seven climate types were collected to determine the
characteristics (e.g., roles in species interactions, community
assemblies and biogeographical patterns) of microbial generalists
and specialists in community dynamics. This allowed us to better
understand the ecological roles of microbial generalists and spe-
cialists, laying a foundation for imparting systematic distinctions
among different categories of species when modelling and predict-
ing the fate of ecosystems.
Materials and methods

Data collection and species table generation

Bacterial sequencing datasets related to farmland soils were
collected from 66 studies, published within 2015.01 to 2018.12,
including a total of 3,086 samples (Supplementary Data) by search-
ing terms ‘‘microbe” and ‘‘farmland soil” in the Web of Science
database. The locations of farmlands in each study were also col-
lected for analysis related to biogeographic patterns. Publicly
accessible bacterial sequencing data, primarily from the NCBI
SRA database, for the studies were downloaded. Nineteen primer
pairs (8F:556R; 8F:533R; 8F:343R; 9F:530R; 28F:219R;
27F:533R; 784F:1046R; 577F:926R; 519F:926R; 515F:907R;
515F:806R; 502F:802R; 479F:888R; 341F:907R; 341F:805R;
341F:785R; 341F:534R; 338F:806R; 1106F:1378R) were identified
from the datasets to perform sequencing based on Roche 454
(30.8%) or Illumina technologies (69.2%). All the data were
obtained from published articles in public database (NCBI) using
Sratoolkit tool. We listed all the data sources and detailed environ-
ment information in the metadata.xlsx file on Github (https://
github.com/Qicheng-Xu/Metadata-for-Generalists-and-Special-
ists-in-Global-Farmland-Soils).

Raw paired-end (forward and reverse) sequences in each study
were merged with the ‘‘fastq_mergepairs” function and low-
quality sequences (length < 150 or quality score < 20) were filtered
with ‘‘fastq_filter” function in USEARCH software [16]. The ‘‘fas-
tx_uniques” and ‘‘unosie3” functions were then used to perform
the dereplication and denoising (error-correction) of sequences.
Singletons were discarded, as they may result from erroneous
sequencing or prediction.

As the datasets include sequences targeted at different regions
of the 16S rRNA gene, it’s impossible to perform the analysis at
the single nucleotide difference level, such as zOTU nor ASV level,
and the sequences after quality control cannot be compared
directly. Hence, a closed-reference workflow was employed to
map these fragments to full-length 16S rRNA gene sequences.
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The ‘‘closed_ref” function was used to perform the mapping pro-
cesses at a 97% identify threshold with RDP database (http://
www.drive5.com/usearch/manual/sintax_downloads.html),
whereas sequences that could not be mapped were assigned to
unknown parts. This RDP training set containing high quality 16S
rRNA gene sequences is recommended for USEARCH by the recent
study [17]. When a fragment could be matched to multiple full-
length 16S rRNA sequences, the Occum’s Razor principle was fol-
lowed and the fragment was assigned to the candidate full-
length sequence that contained the most fragment hits. The corre-
sponding full-length 16S rRNA gene sequence and its annotation
were taken as representative sequence and taxonomic classifica-
tion for further study. Mapped results of each study were merged
into an integrated table with the ‘‘merge” function in R software.
This workflow (Fig. S1) shared similar idea with a previous study
(18) and can solve the problem that sequences with different pri-
mers cannot be compared directly.

Samples with > 90% unassigned sequences or < 1000 sequencing
depth were discarded. The remaining 2,079 samples from eleven
countries were further classified into seven climate types accord-
ing to their locations, namely temperate maritime climate, temper-
ate continental climate, subtropical monsoon climate, temperate
monsoon climate, tropical monsoon climate, savanna climate and
tropical desert climate (Fig. S2).

The identification of microbial generalists and specialists

The generalists and specialists were classified according to a
recent study [19]. The ANOSIM showed that the climate (global
R = 0.21) was the best factor to divide the samples, compared with
country (global R = 0.13) and continent (global R = 0.14) (Table S1).
Similar results were obtained when only considering the absence/
presence of species. Hence, each climatewas considered as a unique
environment to explore the distribution of species. The species
table was randomly shuffled 10,000 times by preserving the rich-
ness in each sample to obtain a random background distribution.
An enrichment of the observed species compared with the random
distribution indicated that the species were selected by the envi-
ronment or had higher ability to adapt to the environment than
expected. If the species enrichment occurred in narrow environ-
ments, these species were defined as specialists (e.g., enriched in
limited environments). Accordingly, generalists were species
enriched in wide environments. The niche breadth of species was
calculated by the ‘‘niche.width” function in the ‘‘spaa” package in R.

Construction of co-occurrence networks and detection of keystone
species

Microbial co-occurrence networks were constructed based on a
Spearman correlation [20]. The P-values were multiple-testing-
corrected with the Benjamini-Hochberg FDR controlling procedure
[21]\. Direct correlation dependencies were determined using the
network enhancement method [22]. Edges with an adjusted P-
value < 0.05 and a score above the threshold determined by the
randommatrix theory (RMT) method [23] were retained. Networks
were graphed in Gephi.

The modules, within which nodes were highly connected while
with few connections outside [24], were defined with the greedy
modularity optimization [25]. To assess the topological roles of
taxa in the networks, the nodes were classified into four categories
based on the within-module connectivity (Zi) and among-module
connectivity (Pi), including module hubs (Zi > 2.5), network hubs
(Zi > 2.5 and Pi > 0.62), connectors (Pi > 0.62) and peripherals
(Zi < 2.5 and Pi < 0.62) [26].
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The structural robustness (i.e., natural connectivity) of each net-
work was calculated to compare the stability of the networks. It is
an average eigenvalue derived from network spectrum, which
describes the redundancy of alternative paths [27]. A higher
robustness indicates a more stable network structure.
Bacterial assembly processes based on the null-model-framework

The estimation of assembly processes based on the null model
and the calculation of nearest taxon index (NTI) were based on a
subset of total samples. The samples with top 10 mapping ratios
(i.e., samples with lower proportion of unknown parts) in each cli-
mate type were selected and a total of 70 samples was obtained.
The NTI was calculated by the ‘‘ses.mntd” function in ‘‘picante”
package in R.

Significant positive correlations (P < 0.05) across short phyloge-
netic distances (i.e., phylogenetic signals) were detected in all
groups, ensuring the further use of null-model-framework [28].
The null model was conducted as described by recent studies
[29,30]. This framework is based on the phylogenetic turnover,
which is the evolutionary distance separating species in one com-
munity from species in another community. A null distribution of
b-mean nearest taxon distance (bMNTDnull) was obtained by shuf-
fling the species across the tips of the phylogeny. This randomiza-
tion was repeated 999 times. The b-nearest taxon index (bNTI)
indicates the difference between observed bMNTD and the
bMNTDnull. |bNTI| > 2 indicates that the observed bMNTD deviated
significantly from the bMNTDnull distribution (i.e., the control of
deterministic processes). In this case, bNTI > +2 and bNTI < -2 rep-
resent heterogeneous selection and homogeneous selection,
respectively. When |bNTI| < 2, the community diversity results
from a stochastic assembly process. In this case, the Raup–Crick
(RCvalue) index was calculated based on the contingency matrix
for further assessment in stochastic processes. The contingency
matrices were randomly shuffled by maintaining the observed spe-
cies richness and the number of sequences for each sample. This
random shuffle was performed for 999 times to generate a null dis-
tribution. RCvalue > 0.95 and RCvalue < � 0.95 indicate significant
departures from the null distribution, and represent dispersal lim-
itation and homogenizing dispersal, respectively. |RCvalue| < 0.95
represents the undominated scenario, which indicates that com-
munity turnover is dominated by multiple processes consisting
of weak selection and dispersal, diversification, and/or drift (see
[31] for details).
Estimation of the stochastic ratio in community assembly

The modified stochasticity ratio (MST) was also one of null
model based indexes and assumes that deterministic processes
drive the community to be more similar or dissimilar than the null
expectation. Different from the null-model-based framework men-
tioned above, MST reflects the contribution of stochastic processes
based on relative differences between the observed situation and
the null expectation, rather than the significance of the difference,
and therefore can better quantitatively measure the stochasticity
in assembly [32,33]. The MST index defines 0.5 as the boundary
point to determine whether the community assembly is more
deterministic (<0.5) or more stochastic (>0.5). However, the phylo-
genetic diversity was not considered as the above-mentioned null
model approach. The MST was calculated based on both Bray-
Curtis and Jaccard distance by using the ‘‘NST” package in the R
software environment.
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Estimated contribution of the neutral processes based on Sloan neutral
model

The Sloan neutral model is a neutral-theory-based approach
and assumes that species are ecologically functionally equivalent
and could be randomly lost and then replaced by other members
in the local community and/or supplemented from the metacom-
munity via dispersal [34,35]. The relationship between the occur-
rence frequency of species in local communities and their
relative abundance in the metacommunity was examined to esti-
mate the potential contribution of neutral processes in assembly.
Herein, the species associated with independent samples were
taken to be local communities that are a part of a broader meta-
community consisting of the species associated with all of the sam-
ples in datasets. The parameters R2 and m represent the goodness
of fit and migration rate, respectively. The species with an occur-
rence frequency that deviated from the neutral distribution are
considered to be selected for or against by environment, or have
a distinct dispersal ability. The model fitting was performed in R
software as previously described [35].

Evolutionary trends of specialists and generalists

The binary-state speciation and extinction (BiSSE) model was
performed to explore the ecological roles of generalists and spe-
cialists as described [18]. The model considers generalists and spe-
cialists as distinct evolutionary states and calculates evolutionary
rate parameters (the speciation and extinction rates), allowing
for the estimation of the transformation from one ecological state
to another (the transition rate between generalists and specialists).
The BiSSE method creates a model in which specialist or generalist
is able to become more or less abundant in one of two ways: either
by differences in character state transition (i.e., specialist species
evolving to become generalists or vice-versa), or through relative
diversification (specialist species give rise to more or fewer descen-
dent species than generalist species do). BiSSE then selects a com-
bination of rate parameters that with the highest likelihood to
generate the data that it is given. The phylogenetic tree is the most
critical input for BiSSE model. The Living Tree Project datasets pro-
vide curated entries and the best quality sequences with manually
checked alignment. The identified generalists and specialists were
mapped to the All-species Living Tree (LTP tree from this well-
established Living Tree Project) according to their accession num-
ber. A subtree was obtained by retaining the branches with
mapped taxa. The subtree was linearized and reconstructed to be
an ultrametric tree using the ‘‘ape” package in R. BiSSE model
was performed with the ‘‘diversitree” package in R software [36].
The ‘‘starting.point.bisse” function was used to determine the
starting point for the simulation by setting identical speciation
and extinction rates. Then, a maximum likelihood method was
used to estimate the evolutionary rate parameters. A Markov chain
Monte Carlo (MCMC) simulation with 10,000 permutations was
performed to ensure the stability of the final estimate. MCMC sim-
ulations with 1,000 and 5,000 permutations obtained similar
results.

Other statistical analyses

The a-diversity (including the Shannon and Chao index) was
calculated using ‘‘vegan” package. The ecological community
thresholds were identified using threshold indicator species analy-
ses (TITAN) in the ‘‘TITAN2” package [37]. TITAN divides the com-
munity into two groups: Z- taxa negatively respond to the
increased gradient, and Z + taxa positively respond to the increased
gradient. The taxa with no response to the environment gradient
were not considered. Then, TITAN tracks cumulative responses of
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declining [sum(Z-)] and increasing [sum(Z + )] taxa in the commu-
nity. The ecological thresholds were defined as points where the
maximum aggregate change in the frequency and relative abun-
dance of responding taxa occurs. When the environmental values
reach by and exceed the ecological threshold, the abundance and
occurrence frequency of species will decrease in group Z-, while
increase in group Z+. Hence, the range of niche optima of the com-
munity is defined as the gradient below sum(Z-) and above sum
(Z + ). The curve fitting (linear and quadratic) was performed with
‘‘lm” function in ‘‘vegan” package. The heatmap was plotted with
‘‘pheatmap” package. The phylogenetic tree was constructed using
Neighbor-Joining method in R based on default parameters with
the multiple alignment matrix produced in Muscle, and plotted
with iTOL (http://itol.embl.de/).
Results

The composition of generalist and specialist groups

The merged datasets provided a contingency table matching to
5,266 annotated bacterial species from 2,079 samples of satisfying
sequencing depth. These samples were from eleven countries and
across seven climate types (Fig. S2). The bacterial communities in
farmland soils were dominated by Actinobacteria (13%), Proteobac-
teria (11%), Acidobacteria (6%), Firmicutes (3%), Bacteroidetes (2%)
and Verrucomicrobia (1%) (Fig. 1a).

By comparing the random and observed species distribution
patterns (see methods for details), species existing in only one cli-
mate type were defined as specialists, species existing in more
than five climate types were defined as generalists, and the
remaining were considered as opportunists (Fig. 1b). In total,
1,396 species (�27%) were classified as specialists and 495 species
(�9%) were classified as generalists (Fig. 1a). Specialists and gener-
alists accounted for � 4% and 56% of the total relative abundance,
respectively. While the richness of the generalists was approxi-
mately one-third that of specialists, the generalists were � 16
times higher in relative abundance. In general, generalists were
distributed across a wider range of samples and exhibited a higher
relative abundance than the specialists. However, some specialists
were found to have a high relative abundance and were identified
in a wide range of samples (across one climate type), while some
generalists were only found in a limited number of samples (from
various climate types). Hence, the frequency of occurrence across
samples and relative abundances do not necessarily dictate the
ecotype. As such, the environmental heterogeneity of the species
should be considered. The proportions of generalists and special-
ists varied across different climate types (Table S2).

Whether considering species richness or relative abundance,
both the generalist and specialist groups were principally within
the Actinobacteria, Proteobacteria, Acidobacteria, Firmicutes, Bac-
teroidetes, Verrucomicrobia and Cyanobacteria (Fig. 1c). More gen-
eralists were identified within the Proteobacteria, Acidobacteria
and Verrucomicrobia, while more specialists were related to the
Actinobacteria, Firmicutes, Bacteroidetes and Cyanobacteria. Dom-
inant generalists (species within the top 15, based on relative
abundance) were classified as Arthrobacter, Blastococcus, Nocar-
dioides, Solirubrobacter, Gp16, Gp4, Gp6, Spartobacteria genera incer-
tae sedis, Sphingomonas, Povalibacter, Lysobacter and Bacillus
(Fig. 1d). Dominant specialists were Sanguibacter, Conyzicola,
Promicromonospora, Knoellia, Streptomyces, Lentzea, Mycobacterium,
Pseudonocardia, Flavobacterium, Sediminibacterium, Fusobacterium,
Acinetobacter, Klebsiella, Massilia and Sporosarcina (Fig. 1d).
Although there may be preferences within the generalist or spe-
cialist groups to a specific phylum, it was not possible to determine
ecotypes at this coarse phylogenetic level due to the high similarity

http://itol.embl.de/


Fig. 1. The composition of microbial communities in farmland soils and the definition of generalist and specialist groups. (a) The distribution of communities at phylum level.
The assigned species were further classified into generalist, specialist and opportunist groups. The richness and relative abundance composition of different groups were
provided. (b) Classification of generalists and specialists. By comparing the expected and observed distribution, species observed in one environment and more than five
environments were defined as specialists and generalists, respectively. The remaining were opportunists. The niche breadth, which indicates the occurrence frequency of
species, and the relative abundance of the specialists and generalists are shown. Relative abundance is shown on a logarithmic (lg) scale on the x axis. (c) Taxonomic
distribution of generalists and specialists at the phylum level, based on richness (left) and relative abundance (right). The thickness of each ribbon (i.e., the links in the middle
area) in the circos-plot represents the richness or relative abundance of generalist and specialist groups assigned to different phyla. (d) Phylogenetic tree of the most
abundant generalists and specialists (i.e., taxa with top 15 relative abundance in generalist and specialist groups) with their occurrence in different samples. Red and grey
represents the existence and absence of species, respectively. The sample climate type, taxonomic information and species ecotypes are indicated by different colours.
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of dominant phylum. However, at the genus level, there was no
overlap in the dominant generalists and specialists.

The contribution of generalist and specialist groups to the co-
occurrence networks

The co-occurrence network consisted of 3,619 nodes and 51,594
edges with the average degree of connexions (i.e., average links per
node) at 28.51. Actinobacteria (35%), Proteobacteria (33%), Firmi-
cutes (13%), Bacteroidetes (8%) and Acidobacteria (7%) harboured
the majority (>96% totally) of links in the network (Fig. 2a). Com-
pared to the mixed distribution of phyla across the network topol-
ogy, there was greater separation between generalists and
specialists (Fig. 2b). With the exception of module I, in which
27% generalist nodes and 17% specialist nodes were detected, gen-
21
eralists and specialists were more biased to exist in different mod-
ules (Fig. 2b and 2c). Modules II and III were comprised of 49% and
11% generalists, respectively. In contrast, modules IV, V, and VI
contained 10%, 16% and 49% specialists, respectively. When con-
structing a new network only containing generalists and special-
ists, this phenomenon of topological separation was confirmed
(Fig. 2d). In addition, generalists and specialists simultaneously
contributed to the overall network topology with similar contribu-
tions (13%, Fig. 2b).

Specialists were more likely module hubs, with a six times lar-
ger number over generalists. In contrast, generalists were more
likely to be connectors (23 vs. 15). There were no network hubs
detected in this network (Fig. 2e). These keystone species (module
hubs and connectors) principally belonged to the Actinobacteria,
Proteobacteria and Firmicutes (Fig. 2f).



Fig. 2. The co-occurrence networks, network properties and keystone species of generalist and specialist groups. The networks are based on entire communities with
different colors indicating (a) phyla distribution, (b) ecotype distribution and (c) module distribution of species. (d) The network constructed with the identified generalist
and specialist species (i.e., opportunists were not included). (e) Classification of keystone species. The nodes were classified into four categories including module hubs
(Zi > 2.5), network hubs (Zi > 2.5 and Pi > 0.62), connectors (Pi > 0.62) and peripherals (Zi < 2.5 and Pi < 0.62). Shapes and colours indicate the node types and ecotypes,
respectively. (f) The phylogenetic tree of keystone species. Branch colours indicate the phyla distribution. Shapes and colours outside the tree indicate the node types and
ecotypes, respectively. (g) The distribution of degree of connexions and (h) betweenness in generalist and specialist groups. The ecotypes are represented by colours. (i) The
robustness of network before or after the removal of generalists/specialists to measure the importance of the contribution of generalists/specialists to the network structure.
The original dataset represented the entire community, the specialist truncated represented the dataset after removing specialists, and the generalist truncated represented
the dataset after removing generalists.
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Generalists exhibited higher distribution at medium (20–30)
and high (130–150) degree of connexions than the specialists
(Fig. 2g). Generalists were also in higher distribution in low (0–
4,000) and medium (8,000–12,000) betweenness values (Fig. 2h).
These differences in degree of connexions and betweenness distri-
butions between the generalists and specialists indicated their dif-
ferent contributions to network topology.

The removal of generalist or specialist groups from the original
dataset caused a decline in network robustness. The decrease in
the generalists truncated dataset (from 40.5 to 36.4) is slightly
higher than when the specialists were removed (from 40.5 to
37.1) (Fig. 2i). This indicated that the removal of generalists
22
resulted in a more sensitive, less robust network compared with
the removal of specialists.

Overall, microbial generalists and specialists simultaneously
contributed to the species interactions, and the absence of these
two groups would decrease the robustness of the co-occurrence
networks.

The roles of generalist and specialist groups in assembly processes

The null-model-based framework (Fig. 3a) showed that both
deterministic and stochastic processes were important in micro-
bial community assembly in these farmland soils. Stochastic



Fig. 3. The assembly and evolutionary roles of generalist and specialist groups. (a) Assembly of different groups based on the null-model-based framework. The inner circle
represents the contribution of stochastic and deterministic processes to community assembly. The outer circle represents the percentage of detailed ecological processes
statistically assigned to stochastic or deterministic processes. The original dataset represents the entire community, the specialist truncated represents the dataset after
removing specialists, and the generalist truncated represents the dataset after removing generalists. (b) The nearest taxon index (NTI) to assess the phylogenetic structure of
different groups. A higher NTI indicates that the community exhibits more phylogenetic clustering and a NTI close to 0 indicates the community is phylogenetically random.
(c) Estimation of the neutral processes based on the Sloan neutral model. The parameters R2 and m represents the goodness of fitting and migration rate, respectively. The
species that occur more and less frequently than predicted are shown in yellow and green, respectively. Dashed lines represent 95% confidence intervals and the species
falling within the confidence intervals are considered neutrally distributed. (d) The modified stochasticity ratio (MST) of different groups based on Bray-Curtis and Jaccard
distance. The higher MST indicated the community assembly was more stochastic. (e) Evolutionary characteristics of the generalists and specialists based on the binary-state
speciation and extinction (BiSSE) model. The distribution of speciation rate, extinction rate and transition rate are shown, and their average values among the specialist and
generalist groups were provided.
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processes (dispersal limitation: �15%, homogenizing dispersal:
�28%, undominated: �13%, in total �55%) contributed more than
deterministic processes (heterogeneous selection: �32%, homoge-
neous selection: �12%, in total �46%) at the continental scale. The
removal of generalists from the original dataset resulted in an
increased contribution of deterministic processes (from 45% to
53%) and dispersal limitation (from 15% to 20%) that was accompa-
nied by a decrease in homogenizing dispersal (from 28% to 16%).
Together, this indicates that the removal of generalists increased
the environmental selection but limited the microbial dispersal
in the community. The removal of specialists only imparted minor
changes. Furthermore, compared with specialists (deterministic
processes: �47%, dispersal limitation: �24%), the generalists (de-
terministic processes: �28%, dispersal limitation: �9%) were less
controlled by deterministic processes and exhibited a higher dis-
persal ability (less controlled by dispersal limitation). In addition,
the nearest taxon index (NTI) suggested that the specialists were
more phylogenetically clustered than the generalists. The removal
of specialists caused a larger decrease in NTI, leading the original
community to become more phylogenetically random than with
the removal of the generalists (Fig. 3b).

The relationship between the distribution and relative abun-
dances of microbial taxa was well described by the Sloan neutral
model (Fig. 3c). As such, neutral processes played an important role
in microbial community assembly (R2 = 0.51). The removal of spe-
23
cialists slightly decreased the impacts of neutral processes (R2

decreased from 0.51 to 0.49), whereas the removal of generalists
led to a larger decrease in R2 (from 0.51 to 0.33) and a slight
decrease in estimated migration rates.

When considering the relative abundance of taxa, the modified
stochasticity ratio (MST) showed (Fig. 3d) that the generalists
(0.43) exhibited higher stochasticity than specialists (0.13).
Removal of generalists caused a decrease (from 0.45 to 0.30) in
stochasticity, whereas, the removal of specialists resulted in a
small increase. Similar trends among groups was observed when
only considering the presence/absence of taxa, while stochasticity
indexes were higher overall.

Compared with specialists (speciation rate: 3.18, extinction
rate: 0.03), the generalists (speciation rate: 5.42, extinction rate:
0.04) were characterized by an approximately two-fold higher spe-
ciation rate and a slightly higher extinction rate. The transition rate
from generalists to specialists (3.12) was approximately 15-fold
higher than that from specialists to generalists (0.20).

Overall, three different models, the null-model-based frame-
work, Sloan neutral model, and MST, were employed to investigate
the roles of generalists and specialists in microbial assembly by
assessing the relative contribution of deterministic and stochastic
processes (Fig. 3a, 3c and 3d). Generalists contributed more to
stochastic processes while the specialists contributed more to
deterministic processes of community assembly. Generalists
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imparted greater impacts on assembly than specialists. In addition,
the higher diversification rate (speciation rate minus extinction
rate) and the higher transition rate of generalists indicated their
important roles in community assembly, for example in the main-
tenance of diversity, from an evolutionary perspective (Fig. 3e).

Geographic patterns of generalist and specialist groups

Alpha diversity indices (Shannon and Chao) showed an increas-
ing then decreasing trend (quadratic distribution) with latitude
across all groups (Fig. 4a). Diversity was highest at � 35� latitude
for the generalist group and the entire community and at � 40�
for the specialist group in our datasets. The removal of generalists
or specialists did not alter the position at which the maximum
points occurred. Quadratic coefficients were used to compare the
trend strength. For the Shannon index, the specialists (quadratic
coefficient: 14.08) had a stronger trend compared to the general-
ists (quadratic coefficient: 7.33). The removal of generalists
increased the trend strength with an increase in the quadratic coef-
ficient from 11.88 to 18.55, while the removal of specialists has
only a slight effect of decrease on these quadratic coefficients.
Results based on the Chao index were similar to Shannon.

A distance-decay relationship in community similarity was
detected across all groups (Fig. 4b). Slopes were used to compare
the strength of distance decay relationship. The specialists (slope:
5.98 � 10-2) had stronger distance-decay compared with general-
Fig. 4. The biogeographical patterns and ecological thresholds of generalist and specialist
Chao) in different groups. Quadratic coefficients (absolute value) are provided to co
relationship. R2 represents the goodness of fitting. ***P < 0.001. The original dataset rep
removing specialists, and the generalist truncated represents the dataset after removin
distance (considering relative abundance) and Sorensen distance (considering presence/
decay. A higher slope indicates a stronger distance decay. (c) The ecological community th
in the species frequency and relative abundance occurs, for different groups identified us
sum values of positive (Z+) and negative (Z-) indicator taxa along with latitude. The ran
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ists (slope: 1.50 � 10-2), and the removal of specialists slightly
weakened the distance-decay of the entire community. In contrast,
the removal of generalists strengthened the distance-decay with
an increase in slope from 1.56 � 10-2 to 1.67 � 10-2. The distance
decay based on the presence/absence of species showed similar
results.

The environmental points, where the maximum aggregate
change in the species frequency and relative abundance occurs
(i.e., the ecological community thresholds), were identified using
threshold indicator species analyses (TITAN, see methods for
details). The communities were divided into two groups: Z- taxa
negatively respond to the latitude, and Z + taxa positively respond
to the latitude. The range of niche optima of the community is
defined as the latitude gradient below sum(Z-) and above sum
(Z + ). The sum(Z-) ecological thresholds were 31.40�, 42.49� and
39.60� for specialists, generalists and the entire community,
respectively. The sum(Z+) ecological thresholds were 49.15�,
43.20� and 43.31� for specialists, generalists and the entire com-
munity, respectively. Hence, compared with specialists, the gener-
alists had a wider range of niche optima, where the accumulated
relative abundance was higher.

Overall, compared with specialists, the generalists demon-
strated weaker biogeographic patterns, including the relationship
between latitude and a-diversity and distance-decay in commu-
nity similarity, and broader environment adaptation. In addition,
generalists appear to dampen the biogeographical patterns of the
groups. (a) The relationship between latitude and alpha diversity (i.e., Shannon and
mpare the strength of trend. A higher quadratic coefficient indicates a stronger
resents the entire community, the specialist truncated represents the dataset after
g generalists. (b) The distance decay in community similarity based on Bray-Curtis
absence). Slopes (absolute value) are provided to compare the strength of distance
resholds, indicating the environmental point where the maximum aggregate change
ing threshold indicator species analyses (TITAN). Blue and orange symbols represent
ge of niche optima is the gradient below sum(Z-) and above sum(Z+).
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entire community, while the specialists strengthen the biogeo-
graphical patterns.

The species interactions, assembly processes and biogeographic
patterns in different climate types and the related effects of micro-
bial generalists and specialists were also explored (Fig. S3-5). Sim-
ilar results were obtained.

In addition, the generalists were predicated to have larger gen-
omes and proteomes (Fig. S6), which is in agreement with the
expectation that generalists require larger gene and protein reper-
toires to survive in multiple environment conditions. We also
found that the G + C contents and coding density were significantly
different between generalists and specialists (Fig. S6).
Discussion

When predicting the ecosystem service and functional stability,
a critical assumption underlying many models is that distant taxa
are functionally equivalent. If taxa are functionally equivalent,
microbial communities with varying compositions will function
in an identical manner when they are placed in the same environ-
ment. Given high species diversity and the rapid adaptability of
microbes to new conditions, this functional redundancy seems
plausible. However, this may not be the truth. For example, micro-
bial communities that shared a common history with a given habi-
tat were found to exhibit higher functional performance compared
to communities foreign to that habitat, due to local specialization
[38]. Hence, an improved predictive ability may be achieved by
imparting systematic distinctions among different categories of
microbial species. The most common classification schemes of
microbial groups include the separation of fungal and bacterial
taxa [39], active and dormant pools [40] and generalists and spe-
cialists [41]. Among these categories, the contribution of microbial
generalists and specialists to diversity has been found to be signif-
icant, though it is rarely investigated. Herein, we explored the
characteristics of microbial generalists and specialists in terms of
species interactions, assembly rules and biogeographic patterns.

We found that (i) generalists and specialists simultaneously
contributed to interactions between species through different
mechanisms (Fig. 2); (ii) generalists contribute more to stochastic
processes in community assembly while specialists contribute
more to the deterministic processes (Fig. 3); (iii) the existence of
microbial generalists dampens microbial biogeographic patterns,
with contrasting impacts by specialists (Fig. 4). These results give
insights into how these two groups contribute to community
diversity and enrich the knowledge on better understanding and
predicting ecosystem functions and diversity in the future.
The implications of generalists and specialists on occurrence networks

Species interactions may affect community composition and
drive the stability and distribution patterns in microbial ecology.
Patterns of species interactions were highly dynamic and contin-
gent on community composition, species density and the environ-
mental condition [42]. Compared with specialists, generalists are
more available due to wider distribution and higher population
densities, which is thought to lead to a higher probability of inter-
action with others. However, recent studies in microbial ecology
have shown that rare taxa may play more important role in species
interactions [8]. As such, high availability may not determine the
strength of interactions. Based on existing knowledge, it remains
difficult to determine whether generalists or specialists contribute
more to microbial interactions.

Our results, based on co-occurrence network analyses, showed
that both the generalists and specialists had similar degree of con-
nexions and that the removal of generalist or specialist nodes from
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the network resulted in a clear decrease in network robustness
(Fig. 2). Thus, both specialists and generalists were important in
shaping interactions among species. However, the significance of
species interactions may be different between the two groups.
Microbial species specialize towards the consumption of common
resources in order to escape competition and offset the energetic
survival costs [9,43]. This is explained by the Black Queen Hypoth-
esis [43,44] that adaptive genome reduction allows free-living
organisms to become beneficiary of a common good produced by
a helper (i.e., dependency interaction) [9]. Generalists are likely
to be helpers (common good producers), and from the Black Queen
Hypothesis corollary, their ecological status is supposed to be
paired with higher genome sizes and possibly with genome expan-
sion [43]. Thus, in the face of environmental stress, generalists are
supposed to be less dependent of the presence of others to grow
and may pass the environmental filter more efficiently than non-
generalists. That means, species interactions seem not to be obliga-
tory for generalists while are more likely to stabilize the commu-
nity. In contrast, specialists are expected to more rely on external
nutrients or metabolites produced by a different microorganism
for growth, the absence of these interactions would lead to cell
death.

The implications of generalists and specialists on assembly processes

Understanding the mechanisms that underlie the assembly of
microbial communities are essential to unravelling the sustainabil-
ity of ecological systems [45]. Recent studies have revealed that
niche and neutral processes are not mutually exclusive; in con-
trast, they are complementary and work together in structuring
microbial communities [46]. However, the assembly processes of
microbial generalists and specialists remains unexplored. General-
ists, inhabiting a wide range of environments, and specialists, hav-
ing a narrower habitat range, are thought to be dominated by
contrasting assembly processes and thus contribute differently to
the overall diversity. Generalists are thought to be favoured by
environments that vary frequently, while specialists evolve in
environments that remain constant in space and time [47]. As such,
in constantly varying natural systems, generalists appear to be
more impactful on the overall community structure and function,
even though they have a lower species richness.

We found that generalists contribute more to stochastic pro-
cesses in community assembly while specialists contribute more
to the deterministic processes (Fig. 3). This is in agreement with
a previous study that showed that the distribution of generalists
was primarily determined by neutral processes due to their general
indifference to variations in habitat conditions, while habitat spe-
cialists are more affected by species sorting (deterministic pro-
cesses) due to their ‘‘preferences” for certain environmental
conditions [48]. At the community level, these results indicated
that specialists may contribute more to the function of the ecosys-
tem in stable environments, considering that the deterministically
assembled community was found to have an increased function
compared with the stochastically assembled one [49]. However,
there may be another scenario that occurs within fluctuating envi-
ronments. Community-level functional acclimatisation to environ-
ment changes could be obtained through a greater generalist
physiological breadth through adjustments to new conditions or
through the multitude of specialist physiologies as they become
more abundant/active from dormant pools [50]. A generalist-
specialist trade-off would affect the potential of the community
to acclimatise to new environments. For generalists, the stochastic
assembly process may be an acclimatization to future possible
environment changes. The large pool of generalists may expand
the range of optimal niches and lead to a greater chance of a com-
pensatory response to alterations in the environment. However,
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there may be a tipping point in this wide niche breadth effect,
where the negative effect of containing too high a proportion of
generalists begins to reduce species richness and the resource
use efficiency in the ecosystem.
The implications of generalists and specialists on biogeographic
patterns

Biogeographical patterns describe the distribution of species
across space or time and reveal the mechanisms maintaining and
generating species diversity. Although crucial for understanding
population dynamics, microbial generalists or specialists are often
neglected when attempting to predict and explain spatial patterns
of biodiversity. There are similarities in biogeographical patterns in
macro- and microorganisms [45], whereas, it is important to
emphasize that some classical biogeographical patterns observed
for macro-organisms, such as the links between latitude and diver-
sity, are generally not observed in microorganisms [45,51]. This
observation suggests differences in biogeography between
macro- and microorganisms. The large populations of microbial
generalists may distort the linkages between latitude and diversity
of community members. We found that, when the generalists were
absent from the entire community, the linkages between latitude
and diversity as well as the distance decay relationship were
weaker (Fig. 4a and 4b), which supports this assumption. Dispersal
limitation and environmental filtering are two of the main forces
shaping biogeographical patterns. For generalists, the higher toler-
ance, which was indicated by a wider ecological range of fitness
(Fig. 4c), and more individuals within groups (Fig. 1a) may result
in a higher probability of dispersal and successful survival in new
environments which would lead to weaker biogeographic patterns.

Furthermore, it may be possible to quantify the dampening
effect of microbial generalists on biogeographical patterns. To
accomplish this, differences in biogeographical patterns for total
communities and their generalist and specialist fractions could
be compared and the differences quantified using a measure of
effect size. This approach would bring new insights into predicting
microbial biogeographic community patterns, where systematic
distinctions among different categories of taxa were neglected
before.

In addition, a subset was created to investigate the effects of
environmental factors. We found that planted crops, climates, soil
depths and soil properties had significant impacts on the bacterial
communities (Fig. S7). Hence, future work should take other biotic
and abiotic factors into consideration when explore the microbial
generalists and specialists, such as plant physiological activity. It
is well known that, under stress, plants create and excrete a broad
suite of secondary metabolites which microbiomes can use for sig-
nalling and food [52–56]. Some proxy (e.g., LICOR measurements,
photosynthetic activity) can be used to identify possible differ-
ences of plant activity that can ultimately shape the associated
microbial generalists and specialists.
Conclusion

This global survey of microbiomes originating from farmland
soils revealed the distinct contributions of generalists and special-
ists to microbial diversity from the perspective of species interac-
tions, community assembly and biogeographical patterns. In
stable environments, specialists contribute more to community
diversity and function through their more robust deterministic
processes and higher richness. However, in constantly fluctuating
natural environments, generalists that confer a high degree of eco-
logical resistance to altered environmental conditions and exhibit
higher diversification and transition rates, potentially play a more
26
important role in maintaining community and functional stability.
Generalists and specialists simultaneously contributed to interac-
tions between species through different mechanisms. Considering
that specialists appear to have a dependency of species interac-
tions in terms of survival, when facing an environment distur-
bance, conservation strategies should focus on microbial
specialists to avoid a decrease in overall diversity. Lastly, our
results support that the existence of microbial generalists dampens
microbial biogeographic patterns and indicate that the contribu-
tion of both generalists and specialists should be taken into consid-
eration when predicting global patterns of microbial diversity to
likely increase the predictive power of the data analysis.
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